
Zoomorphism: Portrait



Create a new letter size file in photoshop
File>new



Find and Copy a portrait of a animal with an 
interesting feature ie it’s stare 
Right click>copy image

We are going to do this a 
little backwards but it’s 
easier that way, first we 
are going to find an 
interesting portrait of an 
animal for instance i think 
the owls stare is intense.  
Next i will try to find a 
human portrait to match.



Back in photoshop
Edit>paste



Resize the image of animal
edit> free transform
DO NOT WARP



Go back to the internet and look for a HUMAN black and white portrait that 
displays a likeness in your interesting feature (mine is the stare) and try to fine a 
pic that has the face direction the same as the animal

Right Click> copy image



Edit> paste
Edit Free Transform
Resize the image so 
that  it is 
approximately as big 
as the animal one



Choose the quick selection tool
Choose the 
background

Hint- there is a + and - at 
the top of the page to 
add more to the 
selection  or to take 
away

Then click on 
the Selection 
button



Add a little feathering and smooth and press ok



1)Press the 
backspace to 
delete the 
background

2) add a new 
layer by pressing 
the little new 
layer icon at the 
bottom of the 
layers box



Using the 
paint bucket 
tool fill in that 
new layer 
with a tone, 
something 
that matches 
the portriat 



While holding shift 
click on both the 
portrait layer and 
the background 
layer then

Right click> 
merge layer



Add as much value 
Edit> adjustments> brightness and contrast



Duplicate the human face layer

Right click> duplicate layer

Then arrange the layers so that 
the animal layer is in the middle 
of the two

Click and drag one of human 
layers down



Now we want to set up 
the top layer so its a bit 
transparent

-Click on the top 
human layer

- lower the opacity 
of that layer to 40 or 50 
percent



Now we are going to 
line up .

1) Click on and 
select the 
animal layer. 

2) edit> free 
transform

3) More the pic so 
it” basically “ 
lines up.  (what 
you want to line up is 
your “special feature” 
like my staring eyes)



edit>puppet warp

Ok so free 
transform did not 
take care or line 
up everything

With the puppet 
warp you can 
click to make 
anchor points and 
then drag those 
anchor points to 
warp the pic to 
your discretion



Click on the top layer 

Change the layer opacity to 100 again



Choose the eraser tool

1- lower the opacity of the 
tool to 20 or bellow (slow 
and steady works best in 
this)

2- change the “hardness” of 
the brush to 0

3- start erasing areas of the 
face to reviel the animal 
bellow 

Hint- start with the area with 
the “special feature” (like my 
eyes)

Brush settings ie 
hardness The opacity





Continue to erase 
to make a cool 
hybrid.. Remember 
not all needs to be 
erased!



Use the crop tool to get a better composition



Go find a simplistic image that relates to your image
Right c lick > copy image



edit> paste



Change the layer mode to find a cool effect and see 
your creation bellow



Lower the opacity on that overlay layer if you need to 
see your creation better



File > save
file> export as a 
jpeg
Add this pic to 
your portfolio


